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for non-rigid object registration and contains two components: (i) local patch-experts that model the 23 appearance of each landmark in the object, and (ii) a global shape prior describing how each of these 24 landmarks can vary non-rigidly. Conventional CLMs can be used in non-rigid facial tracking applications 25 through a track-by-detection strategy. However, the registration performance of such a strategy is sus- 26 ceptible to local appearance ambiguity. Since there is no motion continuity constraint between neighbor- 27 ing frames of the same sequence, the resultant object alignment might not be consistent from frame to 28 frame and the motion field is not temporally smooth. In this paper, we extend the CQF fitting method into 
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38
Accurate and consistent tracking of non-rigid object motion, 39 such as facial motion and expressions, is important in many com- 40 puter vision applications and has been studied intensively in the 41 last two decades [2, 6, 28, 27, 8, 13, 18, 9, 10, 1, 26, 19] . This problem is 42 particularly difficult when tracking subjects with previously un-43 seen appearance variations. To address this problem, a number of 44 registration/tracking methods have been developed based on local 45 region descriptors and a non-rigid shape prior [8, 13, 14, 18, 19, 46 23, 24, 8] . We refer to these family of methods collectively as a con-47 strained local model (CLM) 1 Probably, the best known example of a 48 CLM can be found in the seminal active shape model (ASM) work of 49 Cootes and Taylor [7] . Instantiations of CLMs differ primarily in the where on then re-applies the fitting process. However, the match- it is reasonable to constrain the search only in the normal direc- 
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N is the number of patch-experts. Please note that this PDM nota-227 tion differs slightly from the canonical one because z is not neces-228 sary the mean shape such as defined in [2] . Procrustes analysis [6] 229 is applied to all shape training observations in order remove all sim- arg min Wðz; pÞ needs to be spatially sparse as described in [14] . 
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307 307 308 which can be expressed generically in the form of a quadratic,
given,
where 
subject to a 11 > 0; a 22 > 0 379 379 3 Actually, A (t)k is always guaranteed of being positive semidefinite. In the rare occurrence that A (t)k is positive semidefinite but not positive definite (i.e., singular) we can add a weighted identity matrix to ensure its rank. where a and b are learned through a cross-validation process. Then (14), respectively. The brighter intensity means the smaller matching error between the template and the source image patch. In each search window, the red cross illustrates the ground truth location. As we can see, in most cases, the above three methods can all achieve good performance, while the proposed convex quadratic fitting (CQF) (c) and the robust convex quadratic fitting (RCQF) (d) methods are less sensitive to local minima than the exhaustive local search (ELS) method (b). (9) and (11) 
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where The same training and testing dataset were used as described in the caption of Fig. 3 . The proposed spatio-temporal convex quadratic fitting (ST-CQF) method had much better performance than both the robust convex quadratic fitting (RCQF) and the convex quadratic fitting (CQF) methods. Furthermore, the choice of different weights g does not have a significant affect to the tracking performance of our proposed method. Fig. 5 . Examples of tracking performance on an unseen facial expression sequence. Since the MultiPIE face database [12] does not include the lip tightening expression, the appearance variation around the lips was not included in the training dataset. There are 338 frames in the sequence and the first and second row shows the tracking results of the 77th and 237 frame, respectively. The first column (a,d) shows the resulting alignment from the holistic active appearance model (AAM), the second column (b,e) from the robust convex quadratic fitting (RCQF), and the third column (c,f) from our spatio-temporal convex quadratic fitting (ST-CQF) method. The plot in the third row shows the comparison of tracking error (RMS-PE) on each frame of the whole sequence between the five methods as described in Fig. 3, i. e., AAM, CQF, RCQF, ST-CQF and ST-RCQF. The weighting scale factor g was set as 0.1 in both ST-CQF and ST-RCQF. Since this facial expression was not included in the training database, the learned appearance model could not find good matching around the lips even with the help of robust error functions. However, our proposed ST-CQF and ST-RCQF methods can achieve a good alignment performance by enforcing the local appearance consistency in the temporal domain. non-rigid alignment [2] . In our results we shall refer to this algo-571 rithm simply as the AAM method. Fig. 3 shows the results of our 572 comparison. non-rigid shape of the object. 625 We evaluated the performance of our proposed method using 
